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Know where your vehicles are

View the map to

 » See where all of your vehicles are in real time

 » See which way they are heading, at what speed

 » View where they have been with TruePath Tracking™

 » Set up defined places for reporting and e-mail alerts

Improve the 

efficiency of your 

mobile workforce 

with ArmadaGPS

Why use ArmadaGPS?

 » Reduce your vehicle 
operating costs

 » Maximise vehicle 
productivity

 » Encourage accountability 
of your staff

 » Provide accurate billing of 
field staff time

 » Resolve customer and 
operational queries 
accurately and promptly

 » Ensure safety of vehicles 
and employees

 » Job cost analysis

Know where your vehicles have been and for how long

Schedule reports to run automatically daily, weekly or monthly and be delivered straight to your inbox.

 » View daily start and finish times and number of jobs visited

 » Show time on site, and travel time for accurate invoicing

 » Monitor driver behaviour to ensure health and safety compliance

ArmadaGPS
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Get them to the right place, fast

Add Garmin Messaging / Navigation to:

 » Send messages and locations directly from ArmadaGPS to your 

fleet

 » Automatically route the most appropriate vehicle to a destination

Advanced Navigation with Smart Features

 » Easy-to-use GPS navigator with connected features and bright  

5.0-inch capacitive touch  display

 » Detailed maps of Australia & New Zealand 

 » Provides real-time services such as live traffic and live parking

 » Bluetooth calling, smart notifications and voice-activated 

navigation

 » Built-in Wifi for easy map and software updates

Track your mobile workforce using their iPad or iPhone

 » Know where your employees are during working hours with Real 

Time Tracking

 » Encourage accountability of your staff

 » Get full reports

 » View daily start and finish times and number of jobs visited

 » Provide accurate billing of field staff time

 » Show time on site and travel time for accurate invoicing

 » Ensure safety of employees

SA43 Vehicle Tracking Unit

Designed in-house and manufactured in New Zealand, you can 

be assured you are investing in the highest quality vehicle tracking 

hardware possible

Features include 

 » Internal backup battery with tamper alerts.

 » Out of coverage Point Logging

 » Device firmware is updated “over the air” (O.T.A) at no cost. When 

new firmware is released, Sensium updates this to the devices 

without the need to go to the vehicle

Email alerts and reminders

ArmadaGPS utilises e-mail to alert you of events of 

interest to you

 » Vehicle battery low

 » Unit internal battery low

 » Vehicle exceeded preset speed

 » Excessive G force (crash)

 » Vehicle enters and exits defined places

 » When vehicle services are due

 » When RUC are due for Odo and (Hubo) 

 » When vehicle registration and licences are due 

 » Alarm activation (if installed)

 » Panic / duress activation (if installed)

Driver ID

Driver ID is an effective tool for managing employee 

and fleet productivity

 » Accountability increases as drivers become 

more responsible for their driving actions and 

behaviours

 » Promotes safe and more fuel efficient driving
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What our Customers have to say

JOHN SCOTT REMOVALS

Before ArmadaGPS John Scott Removals were having 

real issues with time management. “We couldn’t give 

our clients realistic time frames in which to expect 

our trucks to arrive”. ArmadaGPS Tracking units were 

installed in 2007 so they could now see where their 

truck was at any time and give their clients constant 

updates as to their whereabouts and arrival time. The 

new system also helped with time keeping, monitoring 

driver’s break times and assured they were observing 

legal driving hours. “It’s fantastic. If one of our guys 

got a bit lost, we could pinpoint his location and then 

guide him in”.

“We’ve evolved with the systems. We’ve incorporated 

registration reminders and it tells us when servicing is 

due. One iteration of the system even gave notification 

on G-forces, so post an accident, we got sent an 

alarm.” John tells us that since he installed Armada 

on his fleet, his team are more productive, they have 

better time keeping and now feel like they are ahead 

of schedule rather than chasing their tails. “At the end 

of the day though,” he says, “it’s just good to know my 

boys have got home safe and sound and in one piece.”

John Scott, Managing Director

SKY TV

In 2008 SKY TV engaged the team from Sensium to 

help them achieve more efficient service for their fleet 

of 25 vans. The Armada vehicle tracking system works 

alongside Sky’s dispatch software and has become an 

invaluable business management tool. 

Now technicians can head straight to their first job 

from home in the morning instead of coming into 

SKY headquarters. “We started out wanting to improve 

fleet efficiencies and quickly we’ve discovered the 

Armada system is great for keeping our guys on track 

and safe as well.” 

It assists with time sheets, billing, van maintenance 

and even helps keep the technicians safe. “A typical 

job takes around 30 minutes. We saw one of our guys 

had been in the same spot for two hours - we looked 

into and he’d suffered a seizure. Thanks to Armada we 

were able to help him in good time.” 
Michelle Stevens, Auckland Field Service Supervisor

HI-SPEC PLUMBING

Keeping track of vehicles, mileage and time sheets was 

eating away at the time Hi-Spec Plumbing needed to 

look after their clients. “You charge for the work done, 

product used, mileage and time taken. Armada was 

employed to track movement and as confirmation to 

the client for time spent. My must haves were that the 

system help the crew keep track of the job sheets and 

be there to back them up. It’s a fantastic double check 

system for human error.” 

“Armada paid for itself after only 30 days running on 

our trucks. You don’t get much better ROI than that.. 

Before Armada I kept thinking there’s no way I can get 

bigger and still deliver, but it’s pretty clear if you get the 

right systems it’s possible. At the end of the day we 

can’t lose quality, and Armada lets us keep the quality.”

Hamish Dalton, Managing Director
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Free call:

Email:

Website:

0508 764 824 

support@sensium.nz

www.sensium.nz

CONTACT


